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**Rule Change Intent**

With competitors continuing to phase 2 no matter the number of faults, they don’t need to jump as many obstacles. This also makes the rule consistent with the FEI’s rule.
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**Committee Actions**
JP125 Jumper Courses

6. Number of Jumping Efforts.
   [...] 
   e. Table II, Sec.2(c) & Table II, Sec.2(d) (see JP145.3.d & JP145.3.e)

JP145 TABLE II-Classes scored on Faults and Time

[...] 

3. Time first jump-off 
   [...] 
   e. Table II, Sec.2(d)-Two Phase Competitions – Each The first phase to will consist of 8 to 10 5 to 7 jumping efforts and the second phase of 5 to 7 jumping efforts. [...]